The manual for submitting the participant’s bid into the eAuction
hall in the PROebiz eAuction software interface
The abridged manual will guide you through the process of filling in and sending the application, logging in, and
submitting the bid into the eAuction hall. Should you have further questions, feel free to contact our HOUSTON
PROebiz:
Telephone:
CZ:

+420 597 587 111

E-mail:

houston@proebiz.com

SK:

+421 220 255 999

Web:

http://proebiz.com/en/houston

PL:

+48 222 139 900

EN (GSM):

+420 724 081 932
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Invitation to the eAuction
You have received the Invitation to the participation in the eAuction in the eAuction system PROebiz. As the
first step, please, read the Invitation text (Terms and conditions and Subject of the eAuction) carefully. That will
appear after clicking on the relevant link in the e-mail. In order to obtain the access key and log in to the
eAuction, it is necessary to fill in the application. The application form can be found in the section
“Registration“, under the button “Here“. All the fields that are marked in red - the so-called mandatory data
must be filled in the application.
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After the successful sending of the completed application, the promoter’s administrator will receive an e-mail
confirming the acceptance of the application. The participant will subsequently obtain an access key consisting
of ten characters. That is necessary for logging in to the eAuction hall along with the access name and password
that the participant chose while filling in the application.

Logging in to the eAuction Hall
eAuction hall can be found on the Internet address mentioned in the Invitation or the e-mail containing the
access key (commonly - http://nameofcompany.proebiz.com). Please, open the address in your Internet
browser. Enter the access name, password and access key into the blue field in the lower right corner and click
on OK.
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eAuction Hall
After the successful login, the eAuction hall will appear. The eAuction usually starts with the Entry round in
which you submit your initial bid, after that a Verification round or directly the Auction round follows. The
information about the ongoing round can be found in the upper left section of the eAuction hall along with the
time indicator showing the number of days-hours-minutes-seconds remaining to the end of the individual
round. Below there is the image of the eAuction hall with the ongoing Auction round along with the description
of the eAuction hall and the manual for submitting a bid.

For the sake of the description clarity, the eAuction hall is divided into parts. The description of the individual
parts is mentioned below.

1. Items List
On the left side, there is the list of the items that are the subjects of the eAuction. If the text of the item is
underlined, it is possible to click on it to display the specification of the item or the files attached can be
downloaded (PDF documents, JPG pictures etc.). The demanded amount of the item can be found the
“Quantity” column.
2. Submitting a Bid
The bid can be submitted to the item very easily, namely by typing the sum and confirming it with the
Enter key. Now your bid is uploaded in the system. Submit the bid in line to the individual items in the right
column. The system will automatically add up all the items of your bid, creating the overall bid price.
3. Optional Conditions
Aside of the items the eAuction can contain the Optional Conditions (Invoice due, Warranty etc.). The
optional conditions can usually be found in the items list. Remember to fill in the field with Optional
conditions while submitting your bid. The submitting takes place similarly as in the items, i.e. by typing in
the bid and confirming it with the Enter key. It is possible that the values of the Optional conditions have
been pre-defined. In such a case, click on the “Select” button, choose the relevant value and confirm with
the “Change” button again.
4. Ranking
The promoter of the eAuction will help you in the process of the Auction round to display your current
rank. The display of the current rank is an optional function that depends on the promoter’s strategy or
valid legislation.
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5. The Best Bid
The promoter of the eAuction can also display the best bid in the items for you which will allow you to find
out in which item you have the best bid (it is highlighted in yellow). The display of the best bid in the items
is usually active in the Auction round, however, similarly as in the ranking display, it does not necessarily
have to be enabled by the promoter.

The completion of your bid is indicated by the alert exclamation mark icon. Further information is displayed
after placing the cursor on the icon.

Please, remember that your bids submitted in the eAuction are binding. Because of this, we recommend
reading the text of the Invitation (or its attachment) of the eAuction carefully. The questions concerning the
subject of the eAuction should be directed at the promoter of the eAuction. The contacts can be found in the
Invitation. The members of our user’s support HOUSTON PROebiz will be happy to help you with the technical
problems (failure to log in, or submit a bid etc.).
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